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About Sheffield Doc/Fest

Sheffield Doc/Fest is an international film and arts festival and marketplace, with a mission to
spark imaginations and empower our capacity for change by celebrating, championing and
debating documentary film and art as a collective form of engagement.

Through supporting and sharing non-fiction storytelling, Doc/Fest aims to provide a creative
space for discovery, challenge and collaboration. As an internationalist and inclusive festival,
we embody a commitment to equality and access for all communities, bringing together
established creatives, new voices and our host city to shape and question stories of the world
we live in. We provide a space for artistic freedom and exchange, for exploration of the ways
in which filmmakers, artists and the public may collectively create a fairer society.

We do this through the following programmes:

Artistic Programme

Films – Competitions and retrospective programmes from around the globe, giving multiple
views on our times and on contemporary film.

Arts – A series of platforms for digital artworks, installations and performances, playing with
non-fiction boundaries and expanding them.

Talks – A chance to hear from the talents, filmmakers and artists in the programme.

Industry Programme

Market - Marketplace and pitching opportunities.

Sessions – Panels and debates discussing challenges and opportunities in the industry.

Talent - Training initiatives and workshops.

Networking - Receptions and socials, for work, play and dance.

Sheffield Doc/Fest is run by International Documentary Festival Sheffield, an independent
registered charity (no. 1184849), whose purpose is to advance the art of film, education and
training in documentary filmmaking. Our core values as a charity centre around empathy,
inclusiveness, social engagement, freedom and internationalism.

The 28th edition of Doc/Fest will take place starting 4 June 2021 - both here in Sheffield and
online.
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About the Role

Overview

International Documentary Festival Sheffield (Doc/Fest) is inviting applications for three new
voluntary Trustees to join our Board.

Sheffield Doc/Fest is an internationally renowned charitable organisation, responsible for one
of the world’s leading documentary film and arts festivals, and marketplaces, that celebrates,
shares and debates non-fiction films. Sheffield Doc/Fest is run by International Documentary
Festival Sheffield, an independent registered charity (no. 1184849), whose purpose is to
advance the art of film, education and training in documentary filmmaking.

In 2019 we welcomed 28,000 public admissions, 3500 industry delegates, and guests from
over 60 countries. Our 28th edition will take place both physically in Sheffield and online
internationally, as we make plans to deliver a hybrid festival, as we did last year.

We are currently looking for Trustees who will work with the Board, Festival Director and
Senior Management Team to help oversee the Governance of the festival including all legal,
financial and compliance aspects. And to help deliver a strategic vision for the Charity over
the next six to ten years. In particular we would welcome applicants with previous experience
of charity governance, cultural festivals, social enterprise, independent theatrical film, visual
and digital arts, public arts institutions, academia, community engagement and learning &
participation.

More generally, the role of the Trustees is to act as public advocates for the festival nationally
and internationally and to be on hand to help problem-solve where necessary.

We are looking for people who are not only passionate about non-fiction storytelling but are
also committed to championing diverse stories told by diverse storytellers.

Our jobs are like our festival, open to all. We welcome applications from across all the nations
and regions of the UK and from appropriately experienced younger people, LGBTQI+,
community, D/deaf, disabled, or people of colour.

The Board meets 4 times a year with additional ad hoc meetings if required. Meetings are
currently held remotely. The role is voluntary, though travel / expenses will be covered.
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How to Apply

The closing date for this position is midday March 22, 2021.

The start date is May 2021

You can apply for this role by submitting an up-to-date CV with a covering letter (2 pages
max) explaining your interest and why you think that you would be a good fit for the role.

Please address applications to: Corrigan Lowe, Administrative & Executive Assistant

Email address: recruitment@sheffdocfest.com

Subject heading: “Trustee Application”.

If you wish to arrange a confidential conversation with the Chair of Trustee Alex Cooke,
please email recruitment@sheffdocfest.com to arrange a good time to talk.

We monitor the diversity of our workforce and for the purposes of reporting to our key
funders we ask that you help us by completing the following questionnaire anonymously.
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Equal Opportunities

Sheffield Doc/Fest believes that documentaries, and those working in the arts and in media –
including ourselves - have a part to play in creating a society which is proud of its diversity
and its multi-cultural heritage.

Doc/Fest’s programme-centred approach to inclusiveness puts diversity at the forefront of its
activity. Through the documentaries we showcase and the talent we develop, we aim to
celebrate diversity, promote equality and challenge discrimination.

Equally, we are committed to providing a welcoming, accessible, inclusive and positive
experience for all festival attendees, team members and volunteers – regardless of age,
disability, sex, gender, sexuality, marital/civil partnership status,
pregnancy/maternity/paternity, race, religion/belief, or socio-economic background. We’re
proud to be a Disability Confident committed employer, supporting disabled people in the
workplace. Sheffield Doc/Fest is BFI Diversity standards approved, an organisation that
encourages equality of opportunity and addresses under-representation in the screen
industries.

Contact:

Melanie Iredale
Deputy Director

Address:
The Workstation

15 Paternoster Row

Sheffield

S1 2BX, UK

+44 (0) 114 276 5141

sheffdocfest.com
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